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CLARK CARDIGAN
3Fixed buttons and open-back

$75SHIRT
Fixed buttons and open-back panel

$65 TERRANCE TRACK PANTS
Side-opening

$96

Caring Clothing is an Australian owned company, designing and
manufacturing fashionable Adaptive Clothing for people who experience
difficulties with dressing. We make dressing easier & enhance the lives of

elderly & people with a disability.

Men's 

DONALD DAY JUMPSUIT
Onesie - all-in-one dignity suit

$121.95THEO TROUSERS
Side-opening

$96 ADULT JUMPSUIT
Short Sleeve, Short Leg Onesie

$96
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NIGHT UNDERWEAR
Waterproof, absorbent, holds 1000mls

$62.95CLASSIC UNDERWEAR
Inbuilt incontinence pad - approx 250ml

$39.95  INCONTINENCE PAD
Reusable,2 in a pack with waterproof bag

$31.95

SWIMWEAR SHORTS
Incontinence & Containment Shorts

SINGLET
V-Neck

$29DUSTY NIGHT JUMPSUIT 
Long Sleeve

$121.95 OSCAR UNDERWEAR
Incontinence - holds approx 250ml

$37.95

$89.95 RINSE-FREE SHAMPOO CAP
Water FREE, RInse FREE

$12.95 ACTIVITY FIDGET BLANKET
Sensory blanket

$59.95
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CIRCULATION NON-SLIP SOCKS
Elastic free top to promote healthy bloody
flow

XLARGE BANDANA BIB
Waterproof, & stylish accessory

$26.95NAPKIN BIB
IAdustable fastner & waterproof panel

$19.95  BANDANA BIB
Waterproof, & fashionable  Protector

$24.95

TERRY TOWELING BIB
Over-head Clothing Orotector

$12.95TERRY TOWELING BIB
Clothing Protector

$14.95 WATERPROOF BIB
Long waterproof Clothing
Protector

$19.95

$17.90
ANKLE NON-SLIP SOCKS
Superior grip dots to prevent slipping

$16.00MAXI NON-SLIP SOCKS
Great for swelling & high risk falls

$18.95
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FRANCIS SLIPPER
Adjustable Velcro® front, sides & back

$39.95ACTIVE NON-SLIP SOCKS
Great for Pilates & high risk falls

$16.00 TBLOKE SHOE
Adjustable Velcro® Strap

$159.95

We stock a variety of brands, handpicked to meet the needs of our clients
to ensure we provide the best choice.❤

Please view our website for all New, Current & Sale products, Sizing
Charts & current pricing: 

What is Adaptive Clothing?

Adaptive Clothing is designed to make life easier for people who experience
difficulty with dressing. This may be due to an inability to manipulate buttons
and zippers or for those with limited shoulder and arm movement. Adaptive
Clothing typically offers solutions such as open back and velcro ® designs
that allow our clients to maintain their independence and style.

Benefits of our Adaptive Clothing include:

Time efficiency when dressing
Reduces the risk of injury to the individual, staff and carers
Maintains individuals indpendence, dignity, self-worth and self-identity
Provides fashionable and comfortable clothing
Provides quality fabrics and quality products
Offers choice, variety and affordability
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Prices are correct at the timing of printing and are subject to change. Prices
are inclusive of GST.


